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polSALT software (beta version)
Available at https://github.com/saltastro/polsalt
(1) Basic CCD reductions
(2) Wavelength calibration
(3) Spectra extraction
(4) Calculating the raw Stokes parameters
(5) Calculating the final (calibrated) Stokes                   

    parameters
(6) Plotting

https://github.com/saltastro/polsalt
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(1) Basic CCD reductions:
Script: imred.py
✗ Overscan subtraction.
✗ Gain correction
✗ Crosstalk correction
✗ Mosaicing.
✗ Produces "mxgbpP..." fits files.
✗ Add variance and BPM information necessary for the polarimetric reduction.

This step is only necessary for data taken before 2022/02/04.
From 2202/02/05 these steps are performed by the primary SALT pipeline & now included 
in the product data.
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(2) Wavelength Calibration:
Script: specpolwavmap.py
✗ O (bottom) and E (top) beamsplitter beams are split & calibrated separately.
✗ The “specidentify” interface appear & lines are identified.
✗ Cosmic-ray rejection is done next.
✗ Produces "wmxgbpP..." fits files - beams are split (saved in different extensions) & 

wavelength map plane added.
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O-beam
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To identify lines type: “a, b, z, f”

Observed spectrum
Reference spectrum

O-beam
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O-beam
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O-beam
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O-beam

Change to 1.5
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O-beam

Change to 1.5
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O-beam

If RMS is still not good enough, you can delete points by hovering over them and 
pressing “d”. Remember to press “f” again to update the fit.
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O-beam

Best if you have 10-15 evenly spaced lines (no close pairs, often result in misidentification).
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O-beam
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Printed to the terminal BUT also included in the 
specpol20220526.log found in the sci directory.
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✗ For each arc image nn, it will save an arcdb_nn_0.txt (O beam) and 
arcdb_nn_1.txt (E beam) in the sci directory. 
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✗ The rms relative variation of wavelength along the slit is printed out.
✗ Should not be significantly > 0.015% (value expected from the spectral 

curvature). 
✗ If it is larger than 0.05%, a fallback wavmap which has no curvature is used, 

to avoid spoiling the sky line subtraction.
✗ Tip: these arcdb files may be copied into future sci folders, renaming to 

arcdb_mm_guess.txt as a wavcal guess for arc image mm. It will be used as 
a first guess in the O-beam.
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O-beam
To start E- beam wave cal
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Be aware of the following in 

PG300 grating observations
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(3) Extraction:
Script: specpolextract_sc.py
✗ Each beam is corrected for beamsplitter distortion and tilt using the brightest spectrum 

in the image.
✗ Produces "cwmxgbpP.." fits files. 
✗ Using wavmap plane, the sky and spectrum is extracted vs wavelength. Extracted 1D 

spectra of O & E beams stored as separate extensions in "ecwmxgbpP..." fits files.
✗ Overview:

➔ Locate window is the whole slit: (-120,120)” and is the default but can be changed.
➔ Science object is the brightest signal in this window.
➔ Object spectrum then extracted from an "extract" window centered on the brightest 

object. 
➔ Default extract window is 10”*: 

➔ *advise PG0300 grating observation to keep as default to avoid 2nd order cont
➔ *can be adjusted for other gratings to avoid nearby objects. 
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(4) Raw stokes:
Script: specpolrawstokes.py
✗ “Waveplate position pairs” identified – (4 waveplate positions stations, 45 degrees 

apart).
✗ Taken together – result in linear polarization signal swapping between the O and E 

beams.
✗ Combined into "raw stokes" fits files – basically single stokes parameters (unnormalized 

I, S & degree of polarization being S/I).
✗ Produces "<object>_<config>_h<12>_<cycle>.fits" files – eg. EtaCarina_c0_h04_01.fits 

for object EtaCarina, 1st configuration, waveplate position pair 0 and 4, 1st cycle of the 
observation. 
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(5) Final stokes:
Script: specpolfinalstokes.py
✗ Multiple cycles of observation combined here.
✗ Spikes in data are culled, "sys %err" along with a "chi-square" are evaluated for each 

waveplate pair.
✗ Full pattern used to determine Q & U.
✗ The polarimetric zero-point, the waveplate efficiency & axis calibrations are applied to 

give the final Stokes parameters.
✗ Unnormalized I,Q,U, with degree of polarization being Q/I and U/I. 
✗ Produces “<object>_<config>_<cycles>_stokes.fits” – eg. 

EtaCarina_c0_1234_123_stokes.fits for object EtaCarina, 1st configuration for cycles 1-
3 of the observation. 
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(5) Final stokes:
Some definitions before we get to the example:
✗ Culling: eliminate outliers.

➔ for multiple cycles, compare each wavelength in cycle with every other cycle to get 
probability P.

➔ bad comparisons are flagged if P < .02%; chisq  > 13.8
➔ for cycles > 2, vote to cull specific pair/wavelength, otherwise cull both wavelengths.

✗ Sys err: 
➔ estimate offset systematic error over all wavelengths (bad if > 0.1%).
➔ for each normalized rawstokes, average of (value-mean), weighted by 1/(photon 

error).
✗ Chi-square: compare error to expected photon error (bad if >~ 2).

➔ for each normalized rawstokes, find stdev over wavelengths of fit of Gaussian to 
(value-mean)/(photon error) (should be 1).
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✗ specpolfinalstokes.py can be used as standalone.
✗ Experiment with culling rawstokes input to improve 

systematic errors.
✗ Shown here are "Syserr" & "chi-square" estimates 

- based on comparison of redundant data. 
✗ For multiple cycles of either LINEAR or LINEAR-HI 

patterns, each raw-stokes in a cycle is compared 
with the mean of the others.

Eg., for 4 LINEAR's:
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✗ Give number of wavelengths that were automatically 
culled as uncorrected cosmic rays based on the 
comparison (possible whenever there are at least 3 
cycles to allow "voting").Eg., for 4 LINEAR's:
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✗ Give number of wavelengths that were automatically 
culled as uncorrected cosmic rays based on the 
comparison (possible whenever there are at least 3 
cycles to allow "voting").

✗ Give deviation of the mean - estimate of the syst. 
polarization baseline fluctuation, likely due to imperfect 
repeatability of the waveplate angle.

Eg., for 4 LINEAR's:
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✗ Give number of wavelengths that were automatically 
culled as uncorrected cosmic rays based on the 
comparison (possible whenever there are at least 3 
cycles to allow "voting").

✗ Give deviation of the mean - estimate of the syst. 
polarization baseline fluctuation, likely due to imperfect 
repeatability of the waveplate angle.

✗ List the mean chi-square for each rawstokes observation 
compared to the others after CR culling. 

Eg., for 4 LINEAR's:
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✗ Give number of wavelengths that were automatically 
culled as uncorrected cosmic rays based on the 
comparison (possible whenever there are at least 3 
cycles to allow "voting").

✗ Give deviation of the mean - estimate of the syst. 
polarization baseline fluctuation, likely due to imperfect 
repeatability of the waveplate angle.

✗ List the mean chi-square for each rawstokes observation 
compared to the others after CR culling. 

✗ "net" over the 4 cycles: net culled is the number of 
wavelengths which were culled in more than one cycle 
(usually quite small for multicycle data).

Eg., for 4 LINEAR's:
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✗ Give number of wavelengths that were automatically 
culled as uncorrected cosmic rays based on the 
comparison (possible whenever there are at least 3 
cycles to allow "voting").

✗ Give deviation of the mean - estimate of the syst. 
polarization baseline fluctuation, likely due to imperfect 
repeatability of the waveplate angle.

✗ List the mean chi-square for each rawstokes observation 
compared to the others after CR culling. 

✗ "net" over the 4 cycles: net culled is the number of 
wavelengths which were culled in more than one cycle 
(usually quite small for multicycle data).

✗ Example data are fairly good high S/N data: we have 
been seeing “Sys Err” typically no better than 0.015%.

Eg., for 4 LINEAR's:
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✗ Give number of wavelengths that were automatically 
culled as uncorrected cosmic rays based on the 
comparison (possible whenever there are at least 3 
cycles to allow "voting").

✗ Give deviation of the mean - estimate of the syst. 
polarization baseline fluctuation, likely due to imperfect 
repeatability of the waveplate angle.

✗ List the mean chi-square for each rawstokes observation 
compared to the others after CR culling. 

✗ "net" over the 4 cycles: net culled is the number of 
wavelengths which were culled in more than one cycle 
(usually quite small for multicycle data).

✗ Example data are fairly good high S/N data: we have 
been seeing “sys err” typically no better than 0.015%.

✗ Eg. there is a rawstokes measurement, the "26" 
observation for cycle 3, which has an elevated cull, sys     
                            error, and chisq. If desired, the data       
                            may be re-reduced leaving out this         
                            observation.

Eg., for 4 LINEAR's:
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Eg., for 4 LINEAR's:

✗ These large errors are usually indicative of large intensity variances or throughput fluctuations 
(usually caused by clouds passing through) in the members of a waveplate pair (h04 or h26).  

✗ It is always advised to take a look at the nightlog before attempting any data reductions as 
valuable information may be recorded there (like the presence of clouds, etc). 

✗ If that is of no help, we suggest users take a look at the extracted spectra of each individual 
waveplate member. These are the files obtained after the extraction step.
➔ The intensity ratio of the O and E beams should be ≥ 1. 
➔ Any large deviations are indicative of problems and can therefore excluded from the analysis.
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✗ python script.py specpolfinalstokes.py EtaCarina*h04*.fits 
EtaCarina*h26_0[1-2].fits

Eg., for 4 LINEAR's:
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✗ python script.py specpolfinalstokes.py EtaCarina*h04*.fits 
EtaCarina*h26_0[1-2].fits

✗ Here we are re-reducing using all the h04 rawstokes files 
but only considering the h26 rawstokes files of cycle 1 & 
2. 

Eg., for 4 LINEAR's:
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✗ python script.py specpolfinalstokes.py EtaCarina*h04*.fits 
EtaCarina*h26_0[1-2].fits

✗ Here we are re-reducing using all the h04 rawstokes files 
but only considering the h26 rawstokes files of cycle 1 & 
2. 

✗ Naming convention of file containing the culled result 
show which cycles of each rawstokes are included, since 
they may be different.

Eg., for 4 LINEAR's:
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✗ python script.py specpolfinalstokes.py EtaCarina*h04*.fits 
EtaCarina*h26_0[1-2].fits

✗ Here we are re-reducing using all the h04 rawstokes files 
but only considering the h26 rawstokes files of cycle 1 & 
2. 

✗ Naming convention of file containing the culled result 
show which cycles of each rawstokes are included, since 
they may be different. 

✗ For this example it becomes

Eg., for 4 LINEAR's:
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Eg., for 4 LINEAR's:
✗ Notice that h26 rawstokes of cycle 3 has been culled.
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Eg., for 4 LINEAR's:
✗ Notice that h26 rawstokes of cycle 3 has been culled.

✗ The sys error has now improved significantly 
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Eg., for 4 LINEAR's:
✗ Notice that h26 rawstokes of cycle 3 has been culled.

✗ The sys error has now improved significantly when 
compared to the initial result obtained using all the 
cycles.
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(6) Plotting:
Script: specpolview.py
- Command: python script.py specpolview.py <*stokes.fits files> <options>
- If more than 1 Stokes file present, results will be overplotted, but individual output files 
will be saved for each.

Next I will explain some general and plotting options that can be used with this command.
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Plotting example:
Command:  python script.py specpolview.py EtaCarina_c0_1234_12_stokes.fits 
save=textplot bin=5A connect=hist
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Plotting example:
Command:  python script.py specpolview.py EtaCarina_c0_1234_12_stokes.fits 
save=textplot bin=5A connect=hist

- Specify that both a text output file and a pdf of the plot are saved.
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Plotting example:
Command:  python script.py specpolview.py EtaCarina_c0_1234_12_stokes.fits 
save=textplot bin=5A connect=hist

- Specify that both a text output file and a pdf of the plot are saved.
- Data are binned using 5 Angstroms.
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Plotting example:
Command:  python script.py specpolview.py EtaCarina_c0_1234_12_stokes.fits 
save=textplot bin=5A connect=hist

- Specify that both a text output file and a pdf of the plot are saved.
- Data are binned using 5 Angstroms.
- Bins are showed in histogram style.
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Plotting example:
Command:  python script.py specpolview.py EtaCarina_c0_1234_12_stokes.fits 
save=textplot bin=5A connect=hist

- Specify that both a text output file and a pdf of the plot are saved.
- Data are binned using 5 Angstroms.
- Bins are showed in histogram style.

Terminal output looks like this:
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Plotting example:
Command:  python script.py specpolview.py EtaCarina_c0_1234_12_stokes.fits 
save=textplot bin=5A connect=hist

- Specify that both a text output file and a pdf of the plot are saved.
- Data are binned using 5 Angstroms.
- Bins are showed in histogram style.

Terminal output looks like this:
-Option to adjust the scale of the plots

                             Plots PA between 70 and 100 degrees, and polarization 2-4%, for          
                             wavelengths between 4250 and 7250 Angstroms. Any values not given  
                             (though still comma separated) will be autoscaled.   
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Plotting example:
Command:  python script.py specpolview.py EtaCarina_c0_1234_12_stokes.fits 
save=textplot bin=5A connect=hist

- Specify that both a text output file and a pdf of the plot are saved.
- Data are binned using 5 Angstroms.
- Bins are showed in histogram style.

Terminal output looks like this:
-Option to adjust the scale of the plots

                             Plots PA between 70 and 100 degrees, and polarization 2-4%, for          
                             wavelengths between 4250 and 7250 Angstroms. Any values not given  
                             (though still comma separated) will be autoscaled.   
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Plotting example:
Command:  python script.py specpolview.py EtaCarina_c0_1234_12_stokes.fits 
save=textplot bin=5A connect=hist

- Specify that both a text output file and a pdf of the plot are saved.
- Data are binned using 5 Angstroms.
- Bins are showed in histogram style.

Terminal output looks like this:
-Option to adjust the scale of the plots

                             Plots PA between 70 and 100 degrees, and polarization 2-4%, for          
                             wavelengths between 4250 and 7250 Angstroms. Any values not given  
                             (though still comma separated) will be autoscaled.   
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Plotting example:
Command:  python script.py specpolview.py EtaCarina_c0_1234_12_stokes.fits 
save=textplot bin=5A connect=hist

- Specify that both a text output file and a pdf of the plot are saved.
- Data are binned using 5 Angstroms.
- Bins are showed in histogram style.

Terminal output looks like this:
-Option to adjust the scale of the plots

                             Plots PA between 70 and 100 degrees, and polarization 2-4%, for          
                             wavelengths between 4250 and 7250 Angstroms. Any values not given  
                             (though still comma separated) will be autoscaled.   
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Plotting example:
Command:  python script.py specpolview.py EtaCarina_c0_1234_12_stokes.fits 
save=textplot bin=5A connect=hist

- Specify that both a text output file and a pdf of the plot are saved.
- Data are binned using 5 Angstroms.
- Bins are showed in histogram style.

Terminal output looks like this:
-Option to adjust the scale of the plots

                             Plots PA between 70 and 100 degrees, and polarization 2-4%, for          
                             wavelengths between 4250 and 7250 Angstroms. Any values not given  
                             (though still comma separated) will be autoscaled.   
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Further tips:
✗ Some observations may have comparison object observed alongside the main science 

target. In this case we advise users to rerun the software a 2nd time, however adjusting 
the extraction values accordingly.

✗ Flux calibration can also be done with polSALT (done via specpolflux.py). 
➔ IF existing fluxdb files are found in the sci directory.
➔ Users can look at the polSALT wiki page for more info on how to implement this.
➔ Users are referred to page 4 of the Observer’s guide for more info on the procedure 

to obtain SALT observations of flux standards.
✗ The polarisation, weighted by filter throughput, can also be determined.

➔ We refer users to the polSALT wiki page for more info.

https://github.com/saltastro/polsalt/wiki/Linear-Polarization-Reduction.--Beta-version
https://astronomers.salt.ac.za/wp-content/uploads/sites/71/2020/06/3170AM0013_Polarimetry_Observers_Guide_V1.1.pdf
https://github.com/saltastro/polsalt/wiki/Linear-Polarization-Reduction.--Beta-version
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Future attractions:
✗ Before end of 2022, we will release revised calibrations to take into account illumination 

variations over track & FOV (refer to Ken’s talk) 
➔ will be released in github as new specpolfinalstokes.py (300 & 900 gratings). 

✗ Currently working on the 1st paper (in the series) where the above mentioned 
calibrations are explained in greater detail.

✗ A future release of the software will contain calibration revision for other gratings & a 
new imaging spectropolarimetry mode.
➔ Most exciting is that it will also incorporating MOS capability
➔ New wavelength calibration (great news for the 300 grating) and extraction 

techniques.
✗ Circular polarimetry calibrations
✗ Extending into the UV.
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